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500 attend
isles' 1st win

THE TABLES WERE FULL BUT SERVICE WAS GOOD - The recent blood drive sponsored by
Alpha Kappa h i and hosted by Dinkins, Nov. 8 and 9, was a success, with 287 pints of blood collected. (Photo by A.P. Smith)

Winthrop Collage. Rock Hill, S.C.

Students

rock around

Nowmber 20,1978

the clock
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a Rock-a-thon spdwred -by
HKGuBE.
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SGA's Student Ufe Committee ^
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lield in Thomson Cafeteria,Nov.
10, according to John Hayes,
chairman of the committee.
f
• toaf
The Rock-a-thon, in which 28
students took part, began at 9
A
o'clock Friday evening and con- B f j i B n B g j H W
TflJV
w l f .1
duded at 7 a.m. Saturday with a
/ ~ ^SW
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steak and egg breakfast pre• W,
pared by Fred Angerman, food
service <firector, and Ronnie
thank Fred Angerman and his
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crew," Hayes said. "He stayed Hr > - J g j ) . < • / '
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up all night with us."
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Hayes said that the money
<j/
collected by Rock-«-thon par- B B g
'*""7/
Ucipants will go toward an ' i - T T
eagle banner for the cafeteria,'
a lighted sign for Winthrop,
f .
I
'
and other campus needs.
; : 7 lj'.'
T\
Hayes won first place for
getting the most money from
sponsors, with sophomore Rich- •>: "'-V
ard Smith coming in secood.
t *<«S5s» ..
Hayes urged students who
Small talk along with a cozy rock and a Mend occupied some
rocked to turn In their sponsor
during the Rock-a-thon Friday night through Saturday morning,
sheets as soon as passible.
NOT. 10. (Photo by A.P. Smith)

Winthrop's men's basketball
team won the (list game of their
flrat season at Win gate College
near Monroe, N.C. Wednesday,
November 15.
Playing what Coach Cordon
called "about 37 minutes of
near-perfect basketball," the
Winthrop Eagles used a balanced
scoring attack to achieve an
impressive 92-81 victory over
the Wingatr College Bulldog at
theSanders-SkesGym.
"I don't talk in terms of
winning and losing, but I'm
real pleased to get this fi~t
one." Gordon said. "It would
have been a real disappointment
to haw lost it after luving
worked so long."
The Wili'inop College basketball team I-id spent over a year
and two months working for
this first game. As evidenced
by Wednesday's performance, it
was time well spent.
Donnie Creamer scored Winthrop's first basket wlln a layup during the first half. This
basket save the Eagles a lead
which they newr relinquished.
The game was tied only
three times. at 2. 4. and 6
points. Winthrop then broke out
on top 20-12 and iwd 55 per-cent shooting in the first lialf
to cruise to a -16-36 halftime
leadAt halftime, Gordon lauded
his team for a great effort, and
said, "1 don't beliew we took
a bad shot." Hie only real
problems with Winthrop's first
half performance were some
erratic and sloppy play with
too many fouls, typical of a
first game."
The Eagles perhaps played
their best basketball of the
night in the first five minutes
or the second half as they raced
out to a 59-40 lead. The key to
holding this lead was taking
ad vintage of many Wingate

mows and missed shots.
The lead was 62-14 when
Winthrop was hit with what
Coach Gordon referred to as a
"dead period of about three
minutes." During this time,
Wlngate scored 10 consecutive
points to dose in to within 8
points of the Eagles. Homier,
Winthrop regrouped and llir
Bulldogs newr got closer,
Ronnie Creamer paced the
Eagle victory with 21 point,
in spite of the fact that he was
in foul trouble most of the s-cond half, ilennie Bennett and
Doug Schmieding followed up
with 16 points apiecv. Dave
Hampton scored 11 points, Tim
Baxter 9, Hoiiiiie Creamer and
Alan Ours 8 apiece. Rick Riese
2. and Robin Ellenburg 1.
The game was pli.yed in front
of a Sanders-Skes Gyr,i ivcord
crowd of 2,500, about 500 of
whom were rooting for the Winthrop Eagles. Coach Gordon and
all of the team numbers were
enthusiastic about the great
Eagle support.
The key to Winthrop's vietory was good team play (as
evidenced by the balance in
scoring) and a strong bench,
Gordon said, "We used nine
-players in the first half, and it
just wore them (Wlngate)
down."
Despite the victory, many
of the team members were less
pleased with their performance,
"We didn't play half as well as
we could play," acknowledged
tri-captain Ronnie Creamer,
"Sure we're happy we could go
up before a record crowd and
beat them. But we can and will
pUy better."
The Winthrop E|gte'ptoyed
very well for their first game,
Should Ronnie Creamer's prediction come true. Eagle baskettall fans should be in for an exciting winter.

Police get new test
to find stoned drivers
CHICAGO, IL. (CPS)-Local police may soon have a practical
biood test to accurately detect if someone has been smoking
marijuana, according to an Illinois toxicologist.
Dr. John Spikes, chief toxicologist of the Illinois Department
of Health, says his laboratory has provided a "forensic toxicology service to law enforcement personnel in Illinois" that
allows them to submit blood samples from people suspected of
being under the influence of marijuana. "I doo't think it will be
too long before the test becomes a routine police procedure,"
said Spikes.
Laboratory tests for the presence of marijuana Indicators in
the bloodstream and urine have been available for sewral yean,
but this is the first time a procedure that can stand up as court
evidence has been made available to police. Representatives from
several laboratories have already visited the Illinois lab, and the
procedure could be common police practice within a few years,
especially in cases where drivers are suspected to operating their
vehlde under the Influence of marijuana.

Others preferred the company of many during the long hours. These rockers entertained themselves with board games. No doubt they played the "long" version of Monopoly. (Photo by A.P.
Smith)

The procedure used is similar to that performed by television's
Dr. Quincy when he tests for the presence of dru0, using a gas
chromatograph and mass spectrometer. A biood sample is placed
In the elaborate mechanism and a computer read-out Indicates
the presence of THC molecular compounds in the blood. TH< ,
of course, is the active chemical In marijuana.
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Addiction• • • • •

tunity. My friends deserted me.
Yet I discovered others who
Okay, I confess. Stop with fell prey to the same compulthe rubber hoses and bamboo sion. We spent entire weekends
splints. But It wasn't my fault. in front of the tube, watcWng
I was coerced by my parents, every event together, our craving
by sodety, by the media . . . seemingly insatiable. We found a
brief outlet In gambling, but
Oh, God!
nothbg could replace the vioI'm a sports nut.
I know It's a nauseating sub- lence of a good football game.
Recently, as I ogled a footject, but I had to p!t it off my
chest I'm an addict. I have to ball game, I saw the light. A
hulking
280-pound
gorilla
hare my regular dose of weekend sports or I go cold turkey. snatched a 180-pound weakling
If I'm tricked Into Kvlng my of a quarterback off his feet,
haven end its concomitant nec- twirled the QB about a couple
essities, my hands shake, my of seconds, and unceremoniouseyes distend On search of the ly dumped the poor sod headfirst onto the field. As the QB
nearest TV), and I pout a lot.
What caused this horrifying twitched on the ground in grotesque -»nvulslons, the gorilla
condition, you may ask.
It all started when my dad strutted about, beating his chest,
forced me to watch the Green and (I assume) hovfing some
Bay Packers way back In the sort of victory chant The anearly Sixties. I didn't even know nouncers for the game were
what was going on! Here we find momentarily silent, then one
the germinal seed of my ewn- cleared his throat and said he
tual dissolution into what I am doubted the guy intentionally
tried to hurt the QB.
today.
I did an audio double-take,
Soon, however, I found that I
had developed a craving for then began laughing. No, I
sports watching. I used to spend wasn't laughing at the unconmy Sunday afternoons planted scious QB, nor at the gorilla,
In front of the old Motorola In- not even at the announcers. I
stead of gall ran ting about the was laughing at myself. I realized
neighborhood with all the other that I had been taking the entire
guys. Boy, the guys all thought sports scene much too seriously,
that I had enjoyed watching the
I was weird!
The dlncher came soon after. organized violence, that I had
One Sunday afternoon, I noticed putidpated (albeit passively) In
there was a section to the paper the pseudosezual display of
other than the funnies. I had dis- macho.
Finally, the entire panorama
covered the Sports section. What
delight I took In reading about unfolded and I a w the absurdity
of
the whole thing. 1 saw the
the games I had watched the day
before. I couldn't gst enough price vre pay. The astronomical
of I t I devoured every statistic. salaries, the aenseleea Injuries,
with
Soon ! became a walking stat everything connected
sheet, spouting yards pined, sports- all with the ostensible
hatting averages, and Held goal purpose of entertaining the
percentages a t . every opporI could see Bowie Kuhn
BY RON HOUGH
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Things to be
thankful for
Thankaglvtng is fast approaching, and I felt it would be
appropriate to remember some of the special things that
college students luw to be thankful for. Though thanks are
universal and all should recognize life* sparkles, students
perhaps should appreciate certain things more so than
others.
First on my list is weekends. Where would we be without those two wonderful days to relax and recuperate from
a rush-running, hard-working week? Or, should I say,
where would we be without those two wonderful days of
complete craziness to balance five days of quiet hours and
study? Either way, by the time Friday rolls around all I can
do Is praise the Lord that I made It through another week.
Finally, 111 have a chance to get caught up on homework,
sleep, and partying.
More than weekends, I am especially thankful for the
people I meet throughout the day. We're all struggling
together trying to get by. I'm thankful that so many are
here to help take up my slack and get me thror^h the hard
times, and here too, to help me celebrate the good times.
Thank goodness for the history notes loaned at the last
minute. Thanks for the friend who c u e me the car to go
shopping. And, before I forget, thanks to the teachers who
give lessons and friendships dally.
When you think about it, the people are most Important We should be thankful for the smiles we get on the
way to dass-the doors held open-and having someone let
you in front when be really got there first.
We should be thankful for the nice things that people
do for us. It doesn't matter if they are small or Urge conslderatlons-we couldn't get along wtthout each other-not
even for a minute.
The most Important and obvious thing we as college
students have to be thankful for is the fact that w* «.« In
coBege to begin with. We have been given this opportunity
to learn and grow. Mot ooly do we have a ctv.ce to grow
InteBectually, but personally and socially as well. College
Is perhaps one of the most valuable experiences we are
ever to receive.
Dr. Mary T. LitUejohn, Vice-President of Student
Affairs,expeeased the value of coHrfe when she wrote:
College constitutes the only laboratory devcied exclusively to the Indvidual development of young adults.
To intellectual development: not to the acquisition of a
store of bets, to be buried like acorns and dug up one
by one when needed, but to the perception of the relationship which make bets meaningful and to the Uvely,
e n d i n g mental Initiative which seeks the perception
of relationships. To person»1 development: not to the
techniques of personal aggrandizement, but to the selfknowledge, self-acceptance and trust In self-worth which
open Individual potential to fulfillment To sodiJ development: not to manipulate leadership skills, but to
awareness of In dividual responsibility for group goods
and to acceptance of responsibility for the effect of _
one's own behavior on poup goals. These are the
values of coileft.
This Thanksgiving, take a moment to think about the
value of your education. Think about the experiences you
are sipoasd to In and out of the classroom. Be thankful for
leaning and growing, for thinking and being-Tor experiencing coleae.
Happy Thanksgiving,
SMaM. Smith

in his white robes, presiding
over the circuses, and lecreeing, "Let them eat cake
But the revelation .as shortlived" I lapsed back into my
numbed state and watched the
rest of the game.
I'm still addicted.
Perhaps the current fixation
with sports will slow. Perhaps
we addicts can break the grip.
Maybe we can bring the sports
Industry back to Its proper
place, after we view It In Its
proper perspective.
Perhaps. But I (and many
others) are ir. the grip of a
monster and It's hard, so hard,
to defy the system.
Oh, yet. THE JOHNSONIAN
has received many letters recently concerning the attitude of students toward the fine performers
at ATS. I agree completely. The
conduct of the audiences has
been disgraceful. I, for one, am
ashamed to be In the audience
at one of these performances
because of the loudmouths with
no concept of oourtesy. Most of
the performers at ATS perform
original material which bares
their thoughts and emotions.
Sharing one* Innermost feelings
with others Is a hard thing to
do, bat theee performers have a
compulsion to ihire.
The rednecks In the audience
obviously cant understand this.
They have no Idea of the pleasun others take In bearing their
Innermost feeUnp expressed In a
beautiful way.
I would U s to apologize to
the perfonnm who have tried
to shan but couidnt
Kudos to you, Joel Estea, and
to the others that can but dldnt
write.
Seeya'-

Don't you think it's going to change?
BY BENNY CAIN
Man b an opinionated being.
To understand your belief aa an
opinion Is to acknowledge that
other people poeeees alternative
beliefs which may be valid. To
do co ls to hold your belief less
firmly. This is uncomfortable.
All of us need sotne thinp
that are believed to be true,
although aomeone else may say
that they a n just opinions.
Then why a n so many of us
so vocal about our opinions?
Perhaps because tbelr truth Is
at stake. It Is never enough that
something matters to me; U has
to nutter to someone else or else
I have a hard lime bettering.
The real truth needs no confirmation once It is established.
If I am hungry, no One needs to
confirm It, and I don't try to
convince anyone. No one has
tried to convince me lately that
1+2-8. People have Med to
convince me that I need to be
sand by the blood of Jesus.
1, this out of concern for my
sod, or out of an unconadous
need to bolster their own belief
structure? A achlioptireulc needs
no cooflnnatloo of the certainty
that at any moment now the
Bghtahade In Ms room vriB engulf Mm. The relevant distinction between the evangilfct and
the achlaophrenlc is that the
former* world view Is conArmed by mon people, and

confirmation does a truth no
good.
Often, the most opinionated
people are the least thoughtful.
The more you contemplate an
iaaue, the more contlngendes
arise bom either stance you
could take on that Issue. The
more you learn, the more your
beliefs will disnge to Incorporate sew knowledge. As children, most of us believed that
our parents were more powerful
than they actually were. We
needed that belief to undentand
what was happening to us as
children. What betters do we
hold now becauee we need them
to understand ourselves? Would
sn omnisdent point of view reveal that they are arbitrary? The
bony is that you must believe
firmly now In order to live actiwly and develop through
steps until the previously held
beBef becomes a mere opinion.
On the other hand, If you idenHfy too doeely with a particular opinion or realty structwe, evidence or argument to

ing of your optaloo happens in
the form of words. But what Is
said to yourself or others Is
often mon comprehensive or
restricted than what Is understood. If any aspect of reality
cannot be understood, at least
some crude representation of It
can be verbalized. For Instance,
you could aay, "I believe that
Ood Is Bring." or "I beHve that
God Is I n d f b n n t , " with a marginal notion of the magnitude
which the symbol "Ood" repreaenta and an equally specialized
Idea of what It means to love
or to be I n d f b n n t . For either
of tbeee statements to carry
any weight, you would ban to
-be omniscient. Thus, the uithought Irony Is Inhennt In so
many of our opinions. To say,
"I believe Thurmond would do a
better job than Ravenel," is
alto to project Impossibly Into
the unknown. Similarly, to ejttol
the virtues of Bloody Msrys
over Screwdrivers, tor the forgotten naaon that you got sick
once is a teenager on Screwdriven, and that Is why they
don't taste right The andent
y « Integrity, and whatever win man Lao I t e one* said,
poarible truth the contndic- "He who speaks does not
tioo holds wUl Dot b e d h - know." 1 think I'D stop while
eonnd. Hie mon you <fis- Pm still behind.
» » ' • J*" "X"* freedom you

.yo? mmt

**•-

to discover In the first place.

.•

omoa

ukM

"real form. Even the think-
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Model UN registration
BY RICK TOBIN
Registration (or Political
Sdence courses 260 and 261
will
occur
during
preregistration, Nov. 28 and 29,
i t the Political Science table
In McBryde cafeteria, according
to Jody Guy, Student Coordinator for the Model U.N.
These courses are required
for students wanting to become country chairpersons for
the Model U.N. Conference that
will occur next April. Melford
Wilson will teach PLS 260
Thursday nights from 6:30 to
8:10 p.m. in a mass dass, and
one of three PLS 261, jrhlch

courses.
The
lab
courses consist of smaller groups
of people who will discuss
world Issues, and policies of
Individual countries, according
to Guy. This course will conclude on March 5, mid-semester.
"All students who make a C
or above in this course may then
move on to PLS 261, which
Is a one semester hour internship In a Model U.N. that prepares students for the actual
Model U.N. Conference," Guy
said. The combination of the
two counes carries three hours
of credit In the area of Political
Science, and can be used to fulfill area three of the General

Springs Art Show
comes to Winthrop
The 20th Anniversary Springs North and South Carolina and
Art Show will be on display in to employees of Sprinp Mills
the Wlnthrop Art Gallery In Rut- and Seabrook Foods.
ledge
Nov.
30-Dec.
17,
Hght hundred and twenty
announced Edmund D. Lewan- works of art, painting, sculpdowskl, chairman of the Art tures, graphics and mixed media
Department
were entered in the 1979 show.
From very small beginnings in Thirty-five entries,
including
the mld-1950%, the Springs Art •ward winners and honorable
Show has grown into the lar- mentions, make up the Travelgest and moat representative ing Show which will be exn on-juried art show in the hibited at Winthrop.
Southeast. More than 1200 enNationally-known Judges setries were received last year. lected
"THE
ITINERANT
Over (6000 Is awarded In CATHEDRAL," a painting by
prizes, Including, a best-of-show Ms. Gina Gilmore of Charlotte,
purchase award of $2,000. The N.C., as the best-of-<how.
show Is ooen to residents of

•sw

Education requirement, according to Guy.
If students are unable to
take these courses, Jobs are
open for pages and Sergeant*
at Arms.
For more Information, students should contact the Model
U.N. office any tirr>? before the
Conference.
Kay Massey, Undersecretary
for Public Relations, said, "In
the past two years, these classes
hare proved to be very reward-

very exciting program, working
with both Wlnthrop and North
and South Carolina high school
istudents, and learning a great
'deal about International affairs
and problems, should take
advantage of this opportunity,
Guy said.
The nine-member Secretariat
of the Model U.N. Is busy preparing for the PLS courses
and the April Model U.N. In
hopes that this will be their
best Btogjam to date.

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION
BY MARGARET CARROLL
The constitution and by-laws
"of the Winthrop Chapter of Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society was the major
topic of debate at the ninth
meeting of the Wlnthrop College Senate, held on November
8,1978.
The president of this organization, Renee Bell, was present
to read the constitution and
answer any questions that the
members of Senate might poae.
Marie Webber, secretary, was
also there.
Immediately following the
reading of the constitution, and
by-laws from this organization,
the questions began. Senator
Williamson directed his question to the chair and asked,
"Am t correct In asaumlng that

nameDT^

FULL LINE OF REPLACEMENT PARTS FOR YOUR CAR-TRUuK-TRACTOR-SMALL
WE ALSO HAVE PARTS FOR IMPORTS

ROCK HILL, S.C.

• iitlili »dj trtiS ..met litfff.' J bin. .aSqooo. mo;ti \o

the Winthrop Chapter of
Student Afflllatea of the American Chemical Society does
exist?"
Here began the heated debate
that was to conclude the Senate
meeting and leave quite a few
senators angry at both themselves and others.
The original reason for this
bill being brought to the Senate's attention was because this
organization waa seeking a charter from Senate. The tact b that
the dub had previously been
chartered rod through a misunderstanding, the members of
this organization thought that
their charter had been declared
defunct. According to Marie
Webber, "During the summer,
apparently we were, through no
one's error except that we
weren't aware of It, were
• defunct through SGA."
Debbie Grimes, president of
Senate, and vice-president of
SGA, said, "I took all the organizations that I knew of on
campus, that I had charters for,
and I sent out a reevaluation of
the charters. This was 'supposed
to be done In February and it
wasn't, so I did It this summer.
I 'dfd not "recurve one from"
you as 'Jfl^ctfgahization until
recently.. Your .charter has not
been revoked by SGA. What we
can do now is to approve your
amendments."

A new question was brought
to the floor. Does Senate have
the power to approve amendments from such organizations?
These amendments were read
and new questions were asked.
Williamson said, "We cannot
amend their constitution. We
cannot vote on the amendments."
. nils statement remained the
major topic of controversy
throughout the remainder of
the meeting.
Williamson again repeated his
question concerning the rights
of Senate in approving the
amendments of organizations on
ENGINEcampus.
Williamson said, "Is it not
true that if they make an amendment, they submit it to the
president of Senate, the president of Senate brinp It before
Senate, Senate does not approve
that,. Senate then reviews the
constitution and advises the dub
as to whether their amendments
are just or not. So therefore,
if we don't have the power, I
don't aee the purpose of this
bill."
Grimes said, "I cannot say
yes, I cannot say no."

CHERRY ROAD AUTO PARTS, INC.
B3
366-3105
H
1453 CHERRY RD.

ing for students because they
provide actual participation and
experience In participating In a
simulated U.N. Conference. This
is a fun way to team, and is alimost like an extracurricular
activity. The experience is so
entertaining that students don't
realize they're learning until
they have actually completed
the courses and the Model U.N.
Conference."
Students looking for an
opportunity to get involved in a

She then proceeded to call
upon Mr. Ralph Johnson, a substitute for a senator. Mr. Johnson was concerned as to whether
this particular dub had written
into their constitution a certain
way to approve an amendment.
It waa discovered that this constitution states, ". . . by-laws
shall be amended by a twothirds vote of the members.. ."
Johnson clarified this by saying, "Then, by that wording,
their constitution has already
been approwd by SGA, and
if these are amendments, then
this bill has no business In
Senate."
Grimes said, "Right now,
there la no review procesa under
Student Government, or It's not
being carried out, and baa not
been carried out for the past
two years."
This, then, posed a new question. If Senate must review
these amendments, how could
this be done, since there was obviously no method and there
hain't been one in some time?
Johnson was once again
calfed' upon and he recommended that "the Senate board Investigate and implement, If possible, a review of dub charters,
and lo make sure that the constitutions are up to date. Then,
they will have the right of review and If something comes up
that is against school policy,
then that charter can be revoked."
" Having been recognized under
point of order. Senator Williamson said, "Since Mr. Johnson Is
not a member of the body, he
cannot make that recommendation, but I do make the recommendation."
Thisrecommendationreceived a second, but before the
mctfos was voted on the Senate
reconsidered the motion and the
bill was no longer on the floor.
The American Chemical Society was advised to go ahead
with their amendments and then
submit tl.-m to Senate.
The announcements were
made,- and the meeting was adjourned.
At this time there is no committee established spedflcally
for the reviewing of the amendments to constitutions. Tills will
be a topic of discussion at the
Senate meeting on November
15,1978.
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A few words
on pre-registration
BY ELLEN DODLl
Pre-registration for spring semester wUl be Tuesday, Nov.
28, and Wednesday, Nov. 29.
Pre-regUtratlon la a dunce for
students already enrolled at
Winthrop to get the courses
they want before the final registration period in January,
according to Nancy Forrester,
Student Counselor In the College of Arts and Sdences.
Forrester made a few suggestions for students taking part
In pre-reglstriUon. "After a
student collects his course cards
In registration, he should sit
down with this material and
make out a whole new schedule," she advises, "nils b one
w*y to prevent getting two
classes that meet at the same
time. Also, freshmen and new
students should plan some alternate courses to take In w e
the classes they want are
doeed."
She reminded students that
they need to check prerequisites for higher level courses
and that 600 level courses are
for graduate students.
When Ailing out course cardsat registration, students must
mark the Repeat-Pass or RepeatFall area on the card if they
are retaking a course. This Is
the only way that Academic
Records will know how to recompute the student^ GPR.

If this Isn't done, the GPR vrill
not be properly computed until
the Senior Audit.
Dr. Thomas Morgan, Dean of
the College of Arts and Sdences,
advised students to take part in
pre-registration. "Not as many
students come to early registration as should," he said. "It
they did come to early registration, the school would know
more about the need for expanding course offerings. There
is usually about a S percent dedlne in pre-registration participation between Orst and second
semester.
"New courses this year are
WRI 465, and WRI 516-Poetry Writing n , " Morgan said.
"Starting In January we win
also have a nursing program
taught through the Medical University of South Carolina. It's
baslcaly for people who are
RJ*.*s and wkh to get their
baccalaureate degree."
Morgan said that Sodology,
Social Work and Psychology
departments hare also
experienced growth.
Students who don't have an
academic advisor should see
their department beuds to be
assigned to one, according to Dr.
David M. Keriey, associate dean
of Business Administration.
"Advisors can help students
choose what they need to fulDll their requirements. Don't
wait till the last minute to see

your advisor before registration.
Go to see him when you will
have time to discuss the
courses."
Students must pay their fees
before the deadline or their registration wlU be cancelled and
they will have to register again
on January 12, 1979. "If a student registers early for dasses
and deddes to change his registration, he must change It on
the morning of January 12,
when he wiU still have the advantage of early registration,"
Keriey said.
"We are making our admission standards more strict because of this, and m of next fall
a student will need an SAT
score of 750 or above to get
Into the department Students
wUl need at least a 2.00 GPR to
get courses abore 299. The
greatest enrollment Interest In.
business courses are In Economics 103, 201, 202 and Computer .Science 101, 102, 201,
and 202," Keriey conduded.
Early registration is Nov.
28-29, from 4:00-7:00 p.m.;
deadline for early registration
fees is January 3. Schedule revisions for early registration is
January 12 from 9:00-10:00
a.m. Open registration for other
students is January 12, from
3:00-7:00 pjn. and the deadline for all fees Is Januaiy 19.
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Snow-skiing course scheduled
Winthrop College will partldpate In a one-hour credit
snow-skiing course, P.E. 204, offered at the French-Swiss
Ski College In Boone, N.C. January 7-12, announced Dr.
Mary Ford, P.E. chairman.
"A ©5 fee for the course includes Ore sessions of
siding, unlimited Instruction, boots, skis, po>t, slope and
lift fees, and lodging for five nights," said Ford.
Dr. Carolyn Smith, head of the Human Development
Center, will serve as Wl.ithrop Coordinator, according to
Ford, Ford said that for skilled skiers, a non-credit FrenchSwiss ski week b offered at Sugar Mountain in Banner Elk
the same week-WInthrop's last week of Christmas vacation. The $115 fee-oi $85 without equlpment-indudes
five skiing sessions, all equipment, slope and lift fees, and
lodging for five nights.
v
Ford said that a meeting of interested people was held
November 8, but there are still plenty of openings. The
course a n be signed up for at early registration, and there
will be another meeting December 12 at 6:00 p.m. In the
Human Development Center at which time a $20 deposit
will be collected.
'The sld week b a fun learning experience," said Ford.
"Anyone wanting more Information should call the P.E.
department, ext. 2123."

Chorus gives performance
The Winthrop Chorus will perform Tuesday, November
28, at 8:00 In the Redtal Hall, according to Dr. Robert
Edgerton, Chorus Director.
The performance will Include "Folk Songi" by Vaughan
Williams, Charles Gounod's "Shepherd's Chorus" from the
Christmas T.V. opera entitled "Amahl and the Night
Visitors," Edgerton said.
Mr. Jeny Helton will perform a faculty solo, according
to Edgerton. The performance will be open to the public
and free of charge.

Faculty recital
Winthrop General Faculty Redtal wiil be held on
Thursday, November 30 at 8:00 in the Redtal Hall according to Ms. Carol Chote, Staff assistant to Dean Casey.
Faculty members who will perform include Susan Goldenberg, Shirley Jackson, Roy Majors, Jill Lee, Elda Franklin and Steven Blackmon, Chote said.
Choto said the Redtal will be free and open to the
public.

Outing club backpacks

JUST STEPS FROM CAMPUS
ACROSS FROM COCA COLA
Salads

The Winthrop Outing Club will hold their weekly
meeting at 6:00 Wednesday night In Sims 105, according to Jo Ann Hanning, president of the club.
Hanning said futureactlvltles will be discussed.A backpacking trip U being planned for Thanksgiving, she said.
People Interested in the Outing Club should contact
Jo Ann Hanning or attend the meeting on Wednesday
night.

Zeta Phi Beta members attend meeting
B u
* Sorority will send two delegates to their
nepond Meeting In Augusta, Georgia on Nov. 23, according to Janet Adams, president.
p j E - i f . S 1 ™"' , ?f c o r d l n « Secretary, and Diane Crank,
mumentarlan.jrin spend Nov. 28-26 at the Regional
to
ESP.,,XT**.
delegate* wiil attend
<
^
2L d *' ,a,oml
JP l,d l o Bmbu
« w projects and
* Seeshn* wUakobe
morels ^
" " " f " * delegates o n learn
men about the burintm motet of the sorority and can
wport back to their chapter
««

Association of Ebonites

with purchase of sadwkh

Ebonlt
*» Welded In their last
S"S_ft
'P* 6 * 1 <l«y for regular meetings,
innounced Larry Williams, Vice-President.
10 W l l l i , m
' ' ™mbers will meet at a given

free Draft on Jim

new m w t l n
conrenkni r l
! anangement Is for the
convenience of the members and officers

m™c,,Z?,"OTOlaonTllMd'»'-
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News briefs
Phi Epsilon Omicron
Phi Eptilon Omicron, the home economic! professional
honor society Inltilted 14 ntw members November IB.
The new members u e Pltricli Allomon, Becky
Bitchelor, Unduy Blevins, Cheryl Braese, Cynthia Cuh,
and Fat Chalk. Alto, Kay Culler, Julie Deaton, Lynn Haniion, Sally Humbert, JiU Maddox, Cory Mounce, Rebecca
Renner and Karen Smith.

Shealy heads committee
Mr. Thomas A. Shealy, Assistant Professor of French
and Latin, will attend the National Meeting of the American Aisodatloj of Teachers of French, held at the Chicago
Hilton Hotel, Chicago, Nor. 23-2S.
Shealy will be chairman of a section on "Practical
Phonetics for High Schools and Colleges," In which problems of teaching French phonetics will be discussed.

Foreign students invited
to Thanksgiving dinner
Forelgi students at Wlnthrop are invited to the Thanksgiving dinner held by Lutheran students, Thursday, NOT. 16
6:00-7:00 pjn. at Grace Lutheran Church, according to Mr.
Thomas A. Shealy, Foreign Student Advisor.
Shealy said that those Interested In going should contact him In advance, Room 208 Bancroft, 323-2191.

Ebonites gospel choir
BY ARNETHA PERKINS
Ms. Barbara F. Boyd, a sophomore majoring in music.
Is the new director for the Ebonites Gospel Choir.
"The Ebonites Gospel Choir is designed to spread the
message of the gospel through singing," said Ms. Boyd.
"We not only perform at Wlnthrop, but also in various
parts of Sputh Carolina."
The Ebonites Gospel Choir Is a 43-member choir which
meets once a week for two hours to practice gospel songs.
There are three assistant pianists for the group, Jennifer
Hood, John Norwood, and Daw Perry.
Some of the songs which the Ebonites Choir sing ai.
selections by famous artists such as James Cleveland, Andre
Crouch, and Walter Hawkins.
"So far tnls semester, we have performed at Friendship
College, Mount Prospect Baptist Church, and New Home
Baptist Church in York," Boyd said.
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Food and nutrition
experiments with rats
According to Dr. Wayne E.
Billon, Assistant Professor of
Food and Nutrition, a teaching aid is being used by FDN
520, that involves experimenting with laboratory rats to demonstrate the effects of a diet
lacking in one vitamin.
This particular experiment involves six different rations that
are being fed to the rats. One
ration includes the normal diet,
one is deficient In vitamin A,
one Is deficient In thiamin, one
Is deficient in riboflavin, and
the last ration is deficient in
pyrodoxine (Vitamin B-).
Another vitamin, Slotln, is
made unavailable to the body
In the presence of avicfin. Avidln, a protein. Is a natural constituent of raw egg white. The
egg whites are freeze d led
md put into the natural ration.
This ration has blotin In it,
but with the avldln In the frozen egg white renders the blotin unavailable.
Dr. Billon said, "The question most commonly asked by
students Is whether or not avldln Is present in cooked eggs.
Avldln Is present in raw eggs,
but avldln Is destroyed once an
egg Is cooked."
The laboratory rats are fed
ration (Beta until deficiency
symptoms appear. Symptoms
such as lots of weight, hair
loss, or Irritability will appear.
When a vitamin deficiency does

appear, students will add back
to the ration the deficient vitamin and observe the length of
time it takea for the symptoms
to disappear.
Dr. Billon said. T h i s experiment Is an excellent teach-

ing aid because it shovs the student that vitamin deficiency can
exist," he said. "Urge dosage of
vitamins are not required for
'normal growth and development, but a wry small amount
of vitamins are required."

Winthrop students
receive awards
Two members of the Winthrop Art Department received
awards bt the 20th Anniversary
Springs Art Show, announced
Edmund D. Le windows Id, chairman of the department.
Honorable mentions were
awarded to Michael Brannon,
junior ait major from Gaston la, N.C. for his sculpture
"Untitled W-l" and Laurence
E. Merensteln, Instructor of art,
for his painting "It Was My
Birthday." Both of these works
will be Included In the Sprlnp
Trawling Show which wfll be
exhibited for the next seven
months in pUleries, museums,
colleges, and public buildinp in
New York City and In North
and South Carolina. Nowmber

30-December 17 the Traveling
Show will be in display In the
Wlnthrop AH Gallery at Rutledge.
Elewn other members of the
Wlnthrop Art Department entered the Spring Art Show. Altered in the following categories
were: sculpture; Cralge Faris,
Wayne Hall, Terry Helms and
Mary Mlntich (faculty); painting; Pam Faulkner, David Freeman (faculty) Edmwd Le windows ki (faculty), Julieanne Nunnery, Susan pltts, Diane Sawyer and Julie Youso.
"The Springs Art Show is
the most important single activity that our students are participating in," said Le wan dawski.

ARROW
SPORT SHIRTS

Car mechanics short course
BY RICHARD A. PODMORE
"Basic Car Mechanics," a short course presented by
Dinklns Program Board, will begin on November 29 at
8:30 p.m. in the parking area beside the publications building, according to Lorraine Campbell, chairman of the Short
Course Committee. The course is free with a Wlnthrop
College ID.
The courn, taught by Pam Walker, Is designed to teach
the basics oi auto care. The first class will deal with
changing tires and tire rotati in. Future classes will Include
instruction In gnecklng oil and transmission fluid levels
and changing oil.
The course will continue on December 6 and 13, each
class meeting from 8:30 to 9:30. Persons interested In
the course may sign up in Dinklns through November 29,
but enrollment Is limited to 15.

7

Greek of the month
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority will name the first Greek of the
Month winner on Nov. 30, according to Jsnet Adams,
president.
Each of the chartered fraternities and sororities on campus will submit an application for their most deserving
member to the Zeta Phi Bets Executive Board. The Board
will review the applications and choose the most qualified
Greek for the award.
Qualifications for the award Include leadership within
the fraternity or sorority, actlveness in Greek events, and
a willingness to work for their organization.

The new Arrow Chev

Tastefully designed to look well outdoors or indoors. Lightly brushe
70% cotton, 30% polyester fabric in beautiful, classic plaids. Semitapered body fit. Matched center pleat and pockets.
Long sleeves

Belk Menswear, ROCK HILL MALL on Cherry Rd.
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TV's the reason students don't write good HDC needs volunteers
Austin, TX. (CPS)—By the
time they're college freshmen,
most students haw already
witched some 16,000 hourt of
television. Put another way,
they've spent almost 1.9 yearsabout ten percent of their
llves-ln front, of the tube. And
that, contend! Dr. Wayne Danlelson, dean of the University
of Texas School of Communication, explains why collefe
writing skills are continuing to
decline.

on teachers. Professors, she says,
a n "not requiring term papers.
They're giving multiple-choice
tests because, frankly, it's a lot
easier to grade Uwm." Secondary school students, adds English
professor Dr. Ames
Klnneavy, simply arent given
much writing practice. The result b a basic unfamlllarity with
words, a deficiency that has led
Dr. Lynn Reynolds of. the to a 'deterioration of structure
university^ business school, for and logc in college writing."
example, put soma of the blame
Television wss held responsible for the lack of logic In
writing, too. Most of the conPUT W T DOWN!
flicts seen on TV are resolved
IF yDOMISS
within 30 minutes. The tough
"WONDER WOMAN"
ones may take 60 minutes.
ONE MORE TIME,
Reynolds worries that such viewYOU'RE G0NKA
ing leaves students with the ImFLUNK OUT!
,
pression that "real-life" problems can be solved in the same
amount of time. "TV," she
concludes, "gives our students
fairly low-level things to ponder." Without practice, they're
not likely to tackle complex
logical problems later.
But Kinneavy warns observers should not conclude that
today's students are any dumber than tho6e of pre-television
generations. "Compared to the
students I taught ten or 15 years
a^o," he says, "our students
are considerably more articulate, not nearly so afraid to express their own Ideas. There is
often a logic in oral presentations which is very Impressive." What we have here, he
maintains. Is a lack of fluency
in written words, not a lack of
Intelligence.
Danlelaon and two other Taxas faculty'members speculated
on college at-jdents' apparent
inability
to
communicate
through words on, of all things,
a radio show in Austin. Tbey
agreed that television la the moat
Important reason for students'
writing failures, but added a
number of other causes.

News briefs

BY JUANITA FOSTER
The Recreation Therapy
Division at the Human
Development Center Is looking for Interested students to
volunteer work with children and adults from 5 yean to 72
years of age, but primarily school age children. The
volunteer work will require a couple of hours each day or
once a week, according to Mr. Tom Duncan, Recreation
Therapist, Human Development Center.
"I would like to make students aware of the responsibility and this would be a learning experience for the students as well as for the children," Duncan said. He also
stressed that "December 2, the Department of Recreation
in conjunction with the departments here will set up play
day and need all the students they can get to assist."
Duncan said, "Interested students who would like to
volunteer, but don't have time this wmntr:, the same
program will be offered next semester."
• The schedule Is as follows:
Recreation Therapy Division
Human Development Center
Tom Duncan, Recreation Therapist
Phone: 323-2244
Monday
3:30-4:30 p.m.

Recreation program for girls ages
10-14 referred by HDC staff.
Center Mini-Conference Room.
Cub Scouts, and Boy Scouts for
the mentally handicapped.
Oratory.

Tuesday
9.15-10:45 a.m.

Male clients from New Horizons
and Voc. Rehab. Swim. Peabody
Pool

11:30 a.m.-l :30 p.m.

Cooking class with clients from
Voc. Rehab. Center Kitchen.

1:30-3:30 p.m.

After-school program for trainable students fro..- nubile school
system. Boyd Hill Center on
Kershaw Ave.

i '

Halls close for Thanksgiving
All residence halls will close at 9 a.m. on Wednesday,
Nov. 22, acconSng to Cynthia Casens, Dean of Housing.
AO rooms will be checked by the residence hall staff at
doaingtime.
Residence halls will reopen a t ? p.mi Sund^y.j^Jov. 26. ,
Students will not be able to.get'into their residence halls
before that time.
Students who must stay in Rock Hill will have to make
their own accommodations, Cassens said.

Send a special Christmas greeting
Want to do something different for a Mend? Send a
personal message to that special someone on THE JOHNSONIAN'S Christmas Greeting page. Cost will be 50 cents
per inch. Messagea should be turned.In to THE JOHNSONIAN no later than Dec. 5 and will appear in the Christmas
Edition. (TJ office hours are Monday 10-2, Tuesday and
Thursday 11 a.m.-12 p.m.)

Study abroard by Lisle Fellowship
Study abroad programs for next year offered by LISLE
Fellowship are now available, according to Mr. Thomas A.
Shealy, Assistant Professor of French and Latin.
Studies are offered In India, Cuba, Colombia, Israel,
and Georgia and Alaska, U.S.A., In Education, Sociology,
and International Culture and Relation field.
Academic credits can be arranged with the approval
of faculty and department.
Hie fee varies bom $350 to $1650. Limited scholarship
is available for summer programs.
Shealy said that interested students should contact him
for more Information at Room 208 Bancroft, Phone 3232191.

Baptist Student Union holds luncheon
Rer. Bobby Haley, Minister of Education at First Baptist
Church in Rock Hll, wfll have the devotional at the Soup
and Sandwich Luncheon sponsored by BSU, Monday, Nov.
27 at 12:00 noon at the BSU center on Oakland Avenue,
according to Dana Lucy, assistant director.

Service

The Very
Best Auto
Mechanics

Coldest Beer In Town
Snack Stop Open 24 Hours
Drinks, Munchies, Cigarettes
Next To Winthrop At
Cherry Rd. and Oakland Ave.
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Beer makes it good.
Schlitz makes it great
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The interview that was not meant to be
BY SIDNEY A. BREEZE and
BONNIE JERDAN
On NOT. 12, THE JOHNSONIAN reporters Bonnie Jerdan
and Sidney A. Breeze attempted
to get a few worts from popular
singer Natalia Cole Is order to
do a feature on her for you,
the Wlnthrop College students
and employees. But aba, we did
not hare the luck that we had
with Kenny Loggins.
Now, the b e t that we did
not get anything (and we mean
ANYTHING) b not out fault
We tried. No one could haw
tried harder. So b t us tell you
the story of "The Interview
That Was Not To Be."

ington, D.C. and Hollywood,
California. They had talked to
many, many people. They had
spent lota and lota of their own
time. They had hoped tobe prepared for an interview with tbe
star of tbe concert, Mas Natalie
Cob.
But luck was against them.
On NOT. 10, Miss Cole's
managsmet agency assured ."eporter Breeze over the phone
that, yes, they could have a bio
and photos of Miss Cole to
THE JOHNSONIAN by NOT. 11,
the day before the concert.
H>ey would send It Special Delivery. Breeae called the Wlnthrop Post Office. They said that
since NOT. 11 waa a Saturday.

T

Yay! Hooray.1" cheered reporters
Breeze and Jerdan. 'Yay!"

Once upon a time, there
were two young female reporters L-im a small college newspaper. This newspaper was called
THE JOHNSONIAN. These two
young reporters had spent seven
dollars a piece getting tickets
for a b-i-i-g concert that was to
be held at a b-i-i-i-g auditorium,
called a coliseum, which was in
the b-l-i-i-g dty of Charlotte,
N.C. Not only that, but tbey
had made many long distance
calls to far away dties like Wash-

Guaranteed by Keepeake
lor pprtect dertty. predea
cut fine-white color. Per-,

the poet office would be dosed,
Uh-oh, thought Breeze. The man
at the post office kindly told her
to call the main post office, and
they would intercept the
package, and although they
would also be dosed Saturday,
they would call reporter Jer-'
dan (Breeze had explained that
she would not be in town Saturday, but her partner would)
when the package came in, because, as the management
agency said, it would come
Spedal Delivery.
"YAY! HOORAY!" cheered
reporters Breeze and Jerdan.
"YAY!"
(lime for a little aside, here:
Breeze had written a letter to
Capitol Records, Natalie Cote's
recording company, on Oct. 28.
Tbb last minute effort to obtain a biography was becauae
Qipitol Records had not repled).
. Saturday came sod no call
tern the post office. Jerdan
called them. There was no answer. The reporters were without a bio and neither one knew
anything about Miss Natalie
Cole.
Uh-oh, thought Jerdan. She
searched through Ue library
again (she and Breeze'had already tried that earlier) and
finally o n e upon an article
The two reporters, ambltiabout Mbe Cole in the May *78 ous as they were, waited around
tbe Press Gate for a while. Then
they decided to write a note
.
for Mr. Brooks-not Just any
^
note, but a real nice and busir o t YOU! new-lite note-requesting some
help in the feature they wanted
to do on Miss Cole. They retamed to tht htrhtip 1 door
fa
.and Jerdan presented t& note

KirirJlrr L"

yewelerr
TownCtnkr'MiBs

blue of EBONY magazine.
Breeze returned from her
weekend trip at 4:00 p.m.
Sunday, the night of the concert She celled Jerdan. Jerdan
wisnl home. Breeze left i |
message for her to call as soon
a* die got In.
Jerdan called Breeze at 6:30.
Breeze was panicked. They had
hoped to p t to the Coliseum
early. Jerdan aid she oouldnt
get off work until 6:00.
Uh-oh, thought Breeze.
The two young reporters left
Rock Hll at 6:45. Ttpy were on
their way!
Breeze read Jerdan "a notes on
the EBONY article with the
help of a flashlight as Jerdan
drove. The tension mounted aa .
the two flgured out their game
plan.
The two reporters readied
the Coliseum at 7:15 and walked around to the Press Gate. The
man on the other side of the
gate. Oar ked by a tough-looldng
Man in Hue, refused to let the
story-hungry writers by. "1 don't
we your name on any of these
envelopes," he proclaimed. "Sorry. You can't go through."
Breeze and Jerdan tried to
explain to the man that they already had tickets, they just
wanted to see about getting
backstage passes. The man said
he was sorry, but they'd have to
talk to the Man In Charge. The
reporters requested him to go
and get the Man In Charge. He
called him on the phone.
The Man in Charge appeared
later and asked what the reporters wanted. Breeze told him.
The Man In Charge said that he
was from the Coliseum, and he
bad nothing to do with backstage passes, Hiey'd have to talk
to either Darryl Brooks or Carol
Klrkendahl, who were the Tiger
Flower People In Charge. You
M . Tiger Flower was Miss Natatte Cole's promotion company.
Okay, agreed Breeze and Jerdan. They asked how they could
go about seeing one of these
people. The Man in Charge told
them to call tbe Radisson Hotel,
The Tiger Flower People in
Charge, although tbe time was
near 8:00 p.m., had not arrived
yet. But maybe they would
show up sooner or later.

S ?
M U d Wimtkrf
I J L ascaal
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NATALIE COLE SAYS, "NO AUTOGRAPHS! NO INTERVIEWS!"
around the backstage door and
chatted with the People Who
Worked With the Coliseum. One
of them, named Richard Manies,
assured them that he would
talk to Miss Natalie Cole's manager and see if he could set up a
short interview with Mss Cole
after the concert for the reporters. Breeze and Jerdan
smiled with elation and thanked
him for his help. He told them
to go ahead and see the concert,

fourteen bucks go down the
toilet. Breeze and Jerdan strolled
owr once again to the backstage
door. There was a crowd of peopk, a bunch of policemen, and
two or three big, long limosines. She's b f t already, eh?
thought the reporters. They
stood around and waited for
Miss Natalie Cole to appear,
While tbey waited. Miss
Cote's group members, who were
sitting In a big, long, gray limo-

then meet him at the rope which sine, motioned for them to go
kept the Ordinary People from owr to the car. They did so
getting backstage.
without hesitation. One group
The reporters watched a member, the drummer, spoke:
group heeded by two people
"You want an Interview?"
named Ashford and Simpson.
Breeze resisted the urge to
Mbe Natalie Cole came on at grab htm by the lapels and
10-40
and
aang
until
11:20.
scream,
Yea! Yea!" Tbe report* " I * »ply- Jerdan asked If
Breeze and Jerdan, carrying e n answered calmly that, yes,
ha was Mr. Brooks. The man
but he'd find Hm and a tape recorder and notepads, tbey sure would.
"YouH haw to come by tbe
* • him to come back and talk met Richard at the rope. He told
tbe two eoOefi Journalists. them that Use Cote had run Sheraton," be told them.
'The Sheraton?" they reBut tbey knew that Mr. Brooks out the hack and left In her
w a n t awn there yet. This is Bmo while her backup aingtrs peated.
finished off the show. Anyway,
"Walt a minute, wait a
what is known as a bn*h-ott.
Breeze and Jerdan stood be added, she had said that minute," said the drummer,
there would be NO autographs "What a n yaH-a radio «taand NO interviews. With an tton?"
apologetic air, he offered hb
Hie reporters answered that
aenicea for the next time the they were from a milage newstare slightly Insulted reporters paper-Winthrop College, In
« « t to the Colwum. They Rock Hll, South Carolina,
thanked him and left
" H , college newspaper!" a
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man from the front seat called
enthusiastically.

16 million smoke pot
Some43 million Americans
have tried marijuana -- and
16 million are current users of
the drug, according to Dr.
Robert L. DuPont Jr., former
director of the National
Institute on Drag Abuse.

Ninety-two million
Americans consume alcohol,
and 65 million Americans use
tobacco, added Dr. DuPo«.
chairman of the World
Psychiatric Associations
drug-dependency section. -

KANSAS.

TWO FOR THE SHOW

TOWNCENTER MALL

On Sole
Steve Martin
Ted Nugent

Linda Ronstadt

Foreigner

Firefall

Player

NEW STORE OPENING SOOA
NT VILLAGE SQUARE
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Duo performs at Winthrop
Sound off
T u t and Photo* by Benny Cain
What do you think of men's
basketball at Wlnthrop?

"Oie basketball team la gving
Wlnthrop more of a feeling of
mlty instead of competition
between dasses."
-Anita Dickerson-

-David Bellamy-

The concert, tree to the pub- by Henry Co well: "The Tides of
lic, is at 8 p.m In the Recital Minimum," "Advertisement,"
Hall behind Byrnes Auditorium "Fabric," and "Exultation."
Jeanne Klistaln, conceit pion the Wlnthrop campus.
an lit, li a graduate of the
Julllaid
School of Music. After
The program will Include
"Sonata in G Minor, Opus 5, studying under Carl Friedberg,
No. 2" by Ludwlg von Beetho- she bunched her professional
ven, "Sonata" by Claude De- career by winning both the
bussy! "Sonata In A Major" by Young Artists Award and the
Cesar Franck, and four pieces Walter W. Naumberg Award. She
has appeared as guest soloist on
the Bell Telephone Hour, per
formed soloredtali throughout
the United States and Europe,
and recorded extensively. Including a series of contemporary music programs for National
Educational Radio. She haa conducted numerous dlnlca and
workshops Including a special
session on contemporary music
for the Music Educators' National Conference.
Jack Klrstelnreceivedhis professional training at the Cleveland Institute of Music, Ohio
State University, Columbia University and the Julllard School
of Music, under the tutelage of
Leonard Rose, Felix Salmond
and D.C. Dounls. As cellist with
the LaSille Quartet from 19551975, he has performed on
27 International tours with festival appearances in Vienna,
Salzburg, Dubrovnlk and Warsaw.
The Kbsteinsrecentlymerged
schedules
to
emphasize
collaborative performances, master daises and lecture*.
For more Information, conJean and Jack Klrsteln are the Klrsteln Duo, scheduled to appear tact the Wlnthrop School of
Mudc,
(803) 323-2236.
at Wlnthrop NOT. 20.

The dulcet tones of cello
and piano an blended by the
Klrsteln Duo In a Concert Scries
performance Monday, Nov. 20
at Wlnthrop College.
The Wlnthrop School of
Music event features Jack and
Jeanne Klrsteln, professors and
artists4n-residence at the University of Cincinnati College
Cooeervatory of Music.

FULL FIGURE FASHIONS
I

I dont think Wlnthrop Is ready
tor It"
-Cindy Wbetatone-

Specializing In The Young Look

WJl

Beautiful You
We have attactive blouses, dresses,
jeans and jumpers made with you the full figure girl in mind. Blouse
sizes start at 38 and up. Dress sizes
range from 1414 to 52. We even have
beautiful lingerie for the lovely youl

"It's one of the things which
wOl change Wlnthrop from a
small girls' college to a larger
coeducational facility. It adds
mother facet to student Hfe."
-Ryan Ramsey-

. SOON ARRIVING—Califoriio Raiawear
Jackets, Capes

fonaal Wear

10% Discount To Winthrop
VILLAGE SQUARE CENTER
lay-Away. .Master Charfe..Vba
.v.isttM sc nihiiio:- < •' <i 'una

u n u i ru n
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The library blues

Part one: The check out system
BY KATHY KIRKPATRICK
Checking out books from
Dacus Library Is a little Bite
running the Boston Marathon.
Both require tremendous endurance.
Books piled to one side,
check-out <ards In hand, you
begin: College status. I.D. number. Name. Mailing address. Call
number. Author. Title.
It's O.K. for one book, or
even two and tfcjee. But by the
time you've filled out your fifth
card you're ready to throw In
the towel, not to mention the
other ten books In your stack.
"Our check-out system IS
hard to use," says Larry Mitlin,
Assistant College librarian. "We
won't deny It. K anyone wants
to get rid of the system. It's

often i service that Is not comparable to any other system."
Lack of finances haw so far
blocked the proposed Innovation for Dacus Library. The
$150,000 system must come
from money alloted especially
for Its purchase.
"We couldn't cut down on
purchasing books and materials
or we'd end up with automlzed
circulation
and
outdated
books," Tarlton says.
In the meantime, keep pushing those pens and pencils.
"The minute we can make it
better we will," Tarlton promises.
(Next week: Library hours)

the library."
Just why the cumbersome
checkout system was ever installed in Dacus Library 1s related to the services the facility
provides.
"In a college library you
have to be able to tell where
every book Is at any gven
moment," Mtlln said. "This
isn't true in a typical public
library or a high school library."
With dose to 10,000 books
checked out of Dacus Library
each month, check-out cards
must be arranged by call numbers so that books and their
borrowers can be located quickly.
"In most public libraries,
cards are Died by date due,"
says MttUn. "But we couldn't
lIUOtMl

OTKUI

'•Cultv

ft
{A

Student Glynda Gregory Oils out one of Wlnthrop-s elaborate
library cards. (Photo by K. Klrkpatnck)

Do books need light?
BY LISA WRIGHT
Those of you cruising around
campus late at night may have
noticed that the library lights
are glowing away. People wooder why all of these lights have
to be kept on after the library
Is dosed.
The lights are not kept on
for protective reasons, but for
another reason that Is very Important and Interesting. According to Ms. Shirley Tarlton,
Head IJbrarian, and Mrs. Martha
Anne McFadtbn, research assistant, the lights a n kept on to
prewnt the further growth of
mold and mildew on books:
During the summer a vent was
acddently left open, letting in
air from outside. The humidity
spread throughout the library,
and at night when the lights
were turned off, the library
was left cool and damp. The
mold started to grow on the

binding and covers of the
books which In turn caused the
books to warp and become
•kroP. .k.
In order to prevent the
mold from doing any real damage to the materials, efforts
were made to try and stop
the growth of the fungus. When
the lights are kept on at night,
they provide the heat and light
necessary to stop the growth of
mold, which will not grow in
light, dry places. Therefore, the
lights serve a purpose. Vents
were also Installed in the far left
hand comer of the library on
the first floor. These vents keep
the air drculating so It won t
hang over the books.
Dr. Vail gave permission to
have the lights on all night. It Is
better to pay the cost of a
higher electric bUl than to pay
the cost of the valuable, and to
some cases, Irreplaceable books
found In the library.

House Plants, Baskets
Wicker Furniture

PL ANTS S. WICKER
1027-3 Oakland Ave
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Count Bale, hailed by erilcs
i i the greatest leader of jazx
binds, performed with his band
Monday, Not. IS. Presented by
the Fin. Arts Assodatlon, Bade
was greeted by a standbg oration in a near-filled Byrne* Aucfltodum. ' I t «
the W o n t
crowd Pre ewr W to that
place,'' add Dtnnia Meyan,

Gospel worttsnop
scheduled
Ebonites' Gospel Choir win sponsor a gospel workshop
entitled "A Taste of Gospel" In the m a l t conservatory,
Dec. 1-2.
The guest lecturer and conductor will be Rosemary
Griffin of Orangeburg, S.C. Griffin Is a former singer of
James Cleveland's Southern California Gospel Choir.
The first session of the workshop will begin Friday
Dec. 1 at 7 p.m. Griffin will talk about the origin of oontempoiary gospel.
Barbara Boyd director of the Ebonites Gee pel Choir,
said that Grifnn will also be teaching the techniques of
contemporary gospel. Griffin will bring the Oringeburg
Gospel Choral Union from Orangeburg, S.C.
On Saturday at 9 ajn.-12 p.m_. Griffin will haw the
Ebonites divide Into sopranos, altos, tenors, bases, and
solobto, aid work with them to Improve their musical
ability.
There will be a musical program at 3 p.m., featuring
the Ebonites' Gospel Choir, under the direction of Barbara Boyd, the Orangeburg Gospel Choral Union, under
the direction of Ms. Rosemary Griffin, and the combined choirs, the Ebonites and the Orangeburg Chorale
Union, under the direction of Ms. Griffin.
The musical program will be held In the Music Conservatory. T h e public is lnrited, and there is no admission fee," said Ms. Boyd.

William Count Basie an* his ltH>iece orchestra blenck-d simple,
subtle tunes with brassy rhythms in the Meood p o f o a m a > of
the 197&-79 Fine Arts Association Series. (Photo by A.P. Smith)

JVC-The"in"music
system on college
campuses.
If you though! you couldn't atford
quality sound, this system win
change your thinking. Tnisis
JVC quality sound through and
through. These perfectly
matched components bring
you all the pure sound your
music has to give.

Going back to school?
THIS JVC MUSIC SYSTEM WILL HAKE VOU FEEL AS IF VOU NEVER LEBT HOME.

• jvcjH-seiwAM/™
smo
is-m/tfi

min. RMS. 8 ohim. 20-20.000HS.
with no more tt»n 0.8% THO
• JVCJL-A208wS-AutoflWiKj
rurnubM »Hti B o a * Oust
Cover
. JVC SK-SOO 2-VHm S W W
Sysienw

i%#r?

JVC long ago exploded the myth
that true high fidelity has to-be high
priced. This system gives you
everything you want without
knocking a hole in your bankroll.

1708 E B E N E Z E R R D • V I L L A G E S Q U A R E • ROCK H I L L . S . C.« 29730
(803)366-3945
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Summer- school
in Austria

A LOOK AT HISTORY
AND CURRENT EVENTS
Bv Dr. Birdsall Viault. Professor of History. Winthrop College
Crystal Night 1938
Forty years ago In November
1938, the Nads' campaign
against the Jem of Germany
moved Into high gear.
Hatred of the Jews had been
a central theme of Hitler's
demagoguery from the start.
After the Nazis took power In
Germany In 1933, the regime
gradually fcnpcxed a aeries of
restrictions on the country's
Jew*.
Jewish dril servants lost their
jobs. Boycotts were orpnized
against Jewish businesses, doctors aid lawysn. And the Nuremberg Laws of 1935 deprived
German Jews of their citizenship and forbade Intermarriage
between Jews and so-called
"Aryans."
On Nov. 7, 1938, Heuchel
Grynszpan, a young Polish Jew
whose parents had been abused
by the Nazis, shot and killed
Ernst vom Rath, the third
secretary of the German embassy in Paris.
The Nazi propaganda regime
reacted to the assassination with
characteristic ferodty. The
DEUTSCHE
ALLGEMEINE
ZEITUNG, a major u?wspaper,
proclaimed that the killing of
rem Rath would have "the
most serious repercussions on
the Jews." And the Nazi party's
official journal, the VOELK1SCHER BEOBACHTER, minced
no words in dedaring: "We shall
no longer tolerate the hundreds
of thousands of Jews within our
territory who control entire
streets of shops, who avail

themselves of our public entertainments, and as landlords
pocket the wealth of our public
leaseholders while their brothers
In religion Incite war onGermany
and
assassinate
German officials."
The propaganda served as a
prelude to action. On the night
of Nov. 9, the regime set In
motion a wave of violence.
Throughout Germany, unchecked mobs hurled paving stones
through shop window Jewish
homes were looted. Synagogues
were set ablare. When the firemen were summoned, Uwy confined themaehes to playing
water on adjoining buildings to
pre vert them from catching
Are.
Violence was directed not
only against property. In one
Jewish neighborhood, an 18year-old boy was hurled from a
third story window. He landed with both legs broken on a
street littered with burning mattresses and other furnishings.
The terror of Nov. 9 soon
gained the name of "Crystal
Night" because of the tons of
shattered glass spread through
the streets of Germany.,
The violence of the Crystal
Night was well-organized. But
the Nazi press hailed It as "a
spontaneous wave of righteous
Indignation throughout
Germany."
"The wave-of destruction
created one practical problem.
In moat cases, the property had
been Insured. Would Germany's

insurance companies now have
to bear the heavy burden of
compensating the victims for
.their huge losses?
With brutal cynicism, the
regime assessed the Jewish community one billion marks to pay
for the damage.
In tbr aftermath of the Crystal Night, the Nazi regime
introduced further repression.
Thousands of Jews were hauled
off to concentration cam pa.
Jews who remained behind were
now compelled to assume dl*tlnctly Jewish names and to
wear yellow stars of David marking them aa outcasts.
As the persecution Intensified, the press proclaimed the
need to "face the hard necei
sity of exterminating the Jewish
underworld in the same fashion
In which jve exterminate criminals generally-by fire and sword."
The Crystal Night served as a
prelude-a prelude to the Nszis'
attempt during World War II to
exterminate "by fire and sword"
the Jews of all Europe. Soon,
the cattle trains would begn to
haul away 6 million victims to
fiercer conflagrations than those
of the Crystal Night.

The University of New Or- In 1978-79," said Dr. Meuller.
leans' International Summer He urged students Interested in
School, held each summer In the six-week summer school or
Innsbruck, Austria, will ex- the campus representative posipend in *79 bom 200 to 250 tions to apply to the University
stub its, according to program of New Orleans as soon as
director, - Dr. Gordon Mueller. possible. (Write: Director, In"UNO's popular alpine summer ternational Study Programs, Box
school attracted students from 1315, University of New Or39 different universities and live leans, New Orleans, La. 70122
foreign countries this past sum- or call 504-283-0611).
mer," said Mueller, "and as a
During the session, students
result UNO-Innsbruck has now are housed in the STUDENTENbecome the largest overseas HAUS (student dormitory) at
summer school offered by any the 300 year old University of
American University. Applicants Innsbruck. The school is just a
are already lining up for next five-minute walk from the many
summer."
inns, cafes, and "beer gardens"
Part of the secret may be that in the "Old Town" that have
more than 60 courses In 19 been popular with Austrian studifferent subject areas and nine dents since the Middle Ages.
semester credits are all availThree-day weekends offer
able in the magnifldent setting
of Innsbruck in the heart of ample free time for UNO-Innsccnial Europe. Here, class- ' bracken to enjoy their favorite
of trawBng, backpackrooms MT surrounded by the pastimes
ing. or summer siding on nearby
Tyrolean alpc whose peaks are gtaders.
always snow capped.
UNO-Innsbruck
convenes
Naturally, courses focus on
the cultural, historic, social and with gala opening ceremonies
on
July
1
and"
ends
August
10.
economic traditions of Europe,
but geology, business and educa- The total package cost induding
tion dasses are also taught. charter flight, tuition, room and
All instruction h in English by half board is $1,539 (with a refaculty from American univer- duced price for student' arrangsities and all credits are fully ing their own transportation).
Optional three-week tours of
transferable.
"Job opportunities are avail- northern Europe or the Greek
able for students at other islands are offered prior to the
schools who wish to wotii for summer school. Abo, an "Ezra
the UNO-Innsbruck program as Pound Tour of Europe" will be
official campus representatives led by Robert Duncan.

'Animal House' inspire food fights epidtmic
(CPS)-As
L«ne
Glaser
remembers It: "Some guy stood
up and yelled food fight!' and
about five otlf.r guys started
throwing food with him." Thus,
Glaser, a University of TeasAustin student became Involuntarily embroiled In a recent food
fight In an Austin Burger King.
During the melee, which resulted In eight arrests, Glaser's
suite-mate, "even got hit by a
cheese Whopper."
Glaaer escaped with dean
dothee, but his story Is only the
latest In the a a p o f the runaway
campis soccees of National Lampoon's ANIMAL HOUSE. College students not only want to
see ANIMAL HOUSE (they've
helped It nuke over $17 million
that far), they want to be
ANIMAL HOUSE. Food Fights,
In short, are becoming very
popular again.
It all started when Universal Studloe and NATIONAL
LAMPOON put on a dozen promotional toga parties at various
universities. Then other college
unions took up the Idea, and
threw their own campus t o p
parties-complete with unlimited beer, jelio eating contests,

and John BelusM look-ellke contests-all against the background
of "Louis, Louie," with unexpurgated lyrics.
Although there seems to
an upsurge in ANIMAL HOUSEtype behavior (Kent State officials, for example, were comptied to warn dorm residents
that HOUSE4nsptred noises and
drinking violations would result
In dreaded "white slips"), the
movie's most popular legacy
appears to be the traditional
food fight.
At Texas AftM, a dining
haS food fight caueed $900
in damapa, aod proapted the
resignation of three food service
employees. Eight students were
expeBed from the board pronam, reeomta food services
director Ron Blatcbely, but not
before students began asking for
transfers to other dining facilities.
, .
So tor, Blatchely says, food
fight action has been contained,
but hard-core food fight devotees have found other ways
to express themselves. Now
many can be seen engaging in
imaginary food fights In which
they pretend to throw food at
each other, Blatchely explained.

JEANS | | PANTS
SHIRTS H I SUITS
SHOES JEWELRY HATS
103 S. HAMPTON ST.

ALWAYS HI-STYLE!
ALWAYS LOW-LOW PRICES
• WMSTONSALBi-ROCK HKL' 1
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Ryn Felder, Karen BeD, and Susan Fredrick dance In the WInthrop Dance Theater Fall Workshop
Thursday, November 9. This dance-in-progress entitled, "Emmelia — the Dance or Peace," will be
shown In Its entirety in the theater^ Spring Concert. (Photo by A.P. Smith)

Show-offs show
The
Drama Department
showcase auditions were held
Mond-y, NOT. 15, 4 pjn. hi
Hll
i ' according to ft.
Christopher Reynolds, Professor'
of Drama.
The showcase will consist of
new faces, old faces, an original
opening scene with specially
composed music, and a patchwork of
favorite
famous
soenes. SHOWOFFS-OFF, OFF
BROADWAY!, a cast of 30 wiH
play Wednesday and Thursday,
NOT. 29 and 30 at 8:00 pjn. in
Johnson. At least once, a year,
the WInthrop Theatre puts to-

gether a "Show-Offs Show"-,
concoction of music, comedy,
and drama designed to display
newly dbcovered talent in a
Bwly modem setting. according to Reynolds.

oily learn a newiywed couple
stranded without even a tube of
toothpaste, and • chance meetlag between two debutantes releak that they are engaged to
th* same man. A custody fight
over a seemingly retarded young
"This year's show-offs show girl and a confrontation bet•» <*B«I "Off OfT Off Broad- ween two gay men whose Hies
way," " Reynolds said, "and Is a am coming apart conclude the
panorama of unusual moments showcase. '
in onstage and ofbtage lire." It
"An original scene with speincludes a young girl's first audi- dally composed mtalc and lyBon for a skeptical tflrector In ries will frame the show," Raya big city theatre, foflowed by nohk said, "which features 28
an actor's off-stage fit of hyster- actors. Including a number of
>cs after being replaced In his new faces In tandem with some
first role. A robbery dramati- familiar WInthrop performers.
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SPORTS
Volleyball team
ends season
BY KELLY GORDON
Winthrop's women's volleyball team ended the season In
the SCA1AW tournament with a
lots to Enldne, Nov. 11, (or a
final season record of 28-11.
Nine teams participated In
ihe regional qualifying tournament, according to Coach Unda
Warren. WInthrop came out of
pool play Friday, Nov. 10, ranked first with wins over Benedict 15-8, 15-6; Ersldne 15-13,
15-8; Lander 15-5, 15-1; and
Coastal Carolina 15-0,15-5.
"We got i alow start on Friday," said Warren, "we had
fairly easy competition, and we
weren't playing sharp. We simply
didnt have to play hard."
In the first round of the
double-eBmlnation tournament
Saturday, the Eagles defeated
Baptist College 15-8,15-5.
But in the second -match
the Eagles bU to College of
Charleston 10-15, 11-15. "We
wen anticipating beating Charleston," Warren said. "We played a fairly decent match, but 1
think the easy games we had
earner hurt us. Our Mocking
war. Ineffective and our timing

soft."

Fifteen minutes later WInthrop fell to the same Ersldne
team they had easily defeated
the day before. The Flying Fleet
outscored the Eegles 15-9,15-3.
"We didn't get ourselves back
together for the Etoldne match,"
said Warren. "The disappointment of losing to Charleston
carried over to the Ersldne
game. We weren't physically
tired; we were just emotionally
drained." Warren went on to say
that Erskine had probably
played the best volleyball they
had all season.
With a final record of 28-11
(20-5 In state), graduate assistant Judy Rast commented on
the season. "All the girls really
put out a lot oferfort and worked hard, it was an exdtlng
season."
Warren said, ' I t * as probably
one of the better season records.
We were the only S.C. small
college team to have three
players elected to the All-State
team." Joby Williams, a senior
from Eastover, and Judy Klrkpatrick, a senior from Potomac,
Md., were selected for the second consecutive year. Beth
Amick, a Junior from Turbeviile, was also selected.

WInthrop volleyball player spikes the ball as teammates and fans
look on. (Photo by AJ . Smith)
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ACCORD CCUflft
BRING THIS COUPON AMD
WINTHROP COLLEGE 1.0.
And Got
MIV MO. U.91
or Top# For
Void After NOVEMIER 18, 1978 $ 5 .

In reaching the NAIA District 6 playofTs for the second straight year. Coach Jim Casida'i Eagles
rolled up a 15-10 record-wWch is the most wins for a season in the four-year '1 -story of the team.
(Photo by Joel Nichols)

Intercollegiate soccerit was a very good year
BY BILL FLOYD

and came out on the short end
of a 3-1 score. The Eagles playThe WInthrop men's soccer ed Longwood College of Virteam had a very good season ginia on Saturday, Sept. 16. and
this fall. The Eagles had a defeated Longwood 4-3.
record of 15 wins and 10 losses.
Victory no. 1 seemed to gel
It waa the most wins in a season the Eagles rolling as they went
for the team, and tbey also went on a rampage of five straight
to the NAIA District Six play- wins, looking impressive in wins
offs for the second year In a over Central Wesleyan, Brevard
row-not bad "for a program and Davidson.
only In its fourth year of exisWInthrop was riding high on
tence. Hard work by the play- the win streak as Uiey traveled
e n and good coaching by Dr. to Due West to face Erskine,
Jbn Cauda has made WInthrop consistently ranked among the
CoBeft a name to reckon with top five in tbe South, not to
in a very short time.
mention ranking no. 1
in
District Six. The Eagles played
a
good
match,
but
the
Flying
The WInthrop soccer team
entered the 1678 aeason with Fleet proved to be stronger as
optimism and hope for Improve- they defeated WInthrop 3-0.
With half of the season bement on the 1977 record of
11 wine, nine losses, and one hind them, and .a record of 3
tie. The District Six playoffs wins and 2 losses in District
were on Uw team* minds and Six, the second half of the seaCoach Jbn Cauda as he readied son looked to be even more
his team for the upcoming sea- challenging than the first half
son of twenty-five matches. The was.
UNC-Chartotte came to Rock
Eagles practiced hard as they
anticipated the opening match Hill to play the Eagles in what
against The College of Charles- has been an Intense rivalry
through the years, and the
ton.
Forty-Nlnen came away with a
The Eagles traveled to Char- 5-1 victory. Coastal Carolina fell
leston and met a stubborn dub to the Eagle* on Oct. 6, but
as Ihe Cougars defeated WIn- UNC-Greensboro proved to be
throp 5-3. Sept. 12 was the one of the hardest matcher of
home opener for the Eagles as the season. UN&Greensboro
they faced Belmont Abbey. Bel- came away with a 3-1 win. The
mont Abbey, then rated no. 5 Eagles went on a three-game
In tbs South, defeated WIn- win streak, induding a match
throp, 4-i. The Eagles wen off in which the Eagks set a school
to a rocky suri aa Coach Oaaada record of 11 goals afUnst Benereadied the team for the King's dict CoBege.
The Eagles lost to UNCInvitational Tournament, to be
played In Bristol, Tenn. WIn- Charlotte 4-1 oa Oct. 18 but
throp played IJberty Baptist In
the first round of the tourney

bounced back . with wins over
Wofford, Newberry, and Presbyterian in District Six matches.
Winthrop's District record was
8-2 and hope of making the
playoffs wfs becoming a reality.
The aeason was drawing to a
dose
as the Eagles played
South CaroBna, ranked no. 5 In
the South In ita first year of
existence as an intercollegiate
team. The Gamecocks defeated
WInthrop 4-1 In the match
played Oct. 25.
Hie Eagles faced Francis
Marlon to dose out tbe Dhtrict schedule on Oct. 27. The
Eagles played a good match and
defeated the stubborn fbtriots
8-5. This match assured the
Eagles of a playoff spot with a
District record of 9 wins against
only 2 kaaea. The Eagles played Lenoir Rhyne In the aeaaon
finale and won the match 4-1
played on Oct. 31 In Hickory,
N.C.
Winthrop's soccer team traveled to Greenville to play the
CoBege of Charleston In the
first round of the NAIA District Six playoffs. The Couprs
took control of the match In
the aecond half and defeated
WInthrop 3-0. This ended the
season for the Eagles, but the
team had accomplished two
gods they aet at the beginning
of tbe aeason: to win 16
matches and to make the District Six playoffs. The Eagles
haw come of agi and wiH have
to
reckoned with from now .
oa by District Six powers . . .
Just wait ixitil next year .. „ .
The Eaglet will truly aoar!

Intramural scoreboard
FLAG FOOTBALL PLAYOFFS

Douglas Studio
TatlerPhotographei
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos
314 Oakland Ave.
: 327-3123

Wrecking Crew -16

Super Ruah-12

PLAY-OFF CHAMPIONSHIP
Wrecking Crew -14
All of the Above-0
TURKEY BOWL
Young Bocks -12
Butch Forrester intercepted for 6.
PAT-no good.
Ricky Ford ran for 6.

BJuegraee Buzzards - 8
Roger Neety to Shaun
Patterson for 6.
PAT - Neely to Lynn
Cole tor 2.
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